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In "sex.lies.murder.fame.," Lolita records provides a hot satire set opposed to the affluence and
sensuality of the literary and tune worlds that explores the outrageous lengths to which 3
religious fame-chasers will visit search their fortune.Fame is a b*#%$. And whilst boy meets
b*#%$, not anything can maintain the 2 of them apart. Penn Hamilton is young, brilliant,
beautiful, and able to tackle the realm and declare his rightful position in the course of celebrity.
As a Writer. Rapper. Model. God. Unfortunately, the area isn't fairly prepared for him. whilst
Penn writes what he believes to be the "Great American Literary Blockbuster," he is rebuffed at
each turn. confronted with ridicule, rejection, and mounting resentment, he makes a decision to
struggle again utilizing his resources -- rock-star looks, genius IQ, and killer charm.Beryl Unger
is a emerging big name within the publishing world, editor to literati and glitterati alike. Single,
plain, obsessive, a piece at the dreamy side, she's a teach smash ready to happen, and simple
prey for a gorgeous guy with a seductive plan. while Penn meets Beryl, sparks fly. And sparks
fly even better while he meets Sex.Lies.Murder.Fame. the breathtaking megastar romance
writer Sharlyn Tate.Two women, one man. a guy with out boundaries, who will cease brief at not
anything -- even brutal, vicious homicide -- to meet his determined ambition. Lolita documents is
the writer of the bestselling baby of God, which has been optioned as a function movie by way
of Kanye West. records has a level in broadcast journalism and lives outdoor of Los Angeles,
the place she is presently constructing initiatives for tv and film.
Set amid the backdrop of latest York City's impervious and hugely aggressive literary world, a
disinherited, suffering writer, Penn Hamilton, plots his path to stardom. Born with dastardly
beauty and a genius I.Q., Penn seduces the head editor within the business, Beryl Unger. Beryl
is a homely, narcoleptic, obsessive-compulsive workaholic who immediately falls for Penn's
charms and his manuscript. The spin-doctors are engaged and Penn, up to his novel, is an in a
single day sensation. The money, power, respect, and ladies ensue. whilst Beryl discovers that
Penn has one other lover and threatens to show him and damage his budding career, Penn
ends the charade through committing a heinous crime. This novel is a gloomy comedy, choked
with cynicism and wit, and a marginally of satire surrounding literary figures (editors, agents,
etc.) and ideas (Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk). records bargains a reputable plot in the back of
the evolution of Penn's ascent as an artist and embodiment of himself as a "brand" spanning all
genres - music, fashion, literature, cinema, even criminal scandals - the full package. He turns
into an infamous, opportunistic, conniving, heartless protagonist - and yet, he's nonetheless
really likeable. records retains the radical clean and hip. via Penn, the reader hangs with the "in
crowd" and meets smooth icons in contemporary leisure arena. If readers are adventurous
sufficient to veer clear of the "Reesy and Misty" novels and are sufferer sufficient to understand
the relatively long passages devoted to personality development, the underlying ripples of black
humor, and the shrewdpermanent infusion of exact literary works and personalities, i believe
File's fanatics may well savor this ebook as an enriched departure from her conventional
`girlfriend' kind of novels
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